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Abstract. At the Earth's surface,continentsand oceansimposedifferentthermal
boundaryconditionsat the top of the mantle. Laboratoryexperimentsare usedto
investigatethe consequences
of this for mantleconvection.
The upperboundaryof
the experimental
tank wasmadeof copperplatesenforcinga fixedtemperatureand
had a conductivelid of finite width in the middle. Beneaththis lid, the thermal

boundaryconditionwasof the "mixed"type, with a Blot numberdepending
on
the dimensionsand thermal conductivityof the lid. Experimentalvaluesof the

Blot numberwerescaledto Earth values.Experiments
wererun for a largerange
of Rayleighnumbers,from 104 to 107, and for severallid widths. The effectsof
temperature-dependent
viscosityand of the shapeof the lid wereinvestigated.At
steadystate, in all cases,there is an upwellingbeneaththe conductivelid, which
feedstwo symmetricaland elongatedconvectivecells. Three differentdynamic

regimes
wereidentified
asa function
of Rayleigh
number,
indepe•dently
of the
lid width. At Rayleighnumberslowerthan 1.2 105, the upwellingis steadyboth
in geometryand temperaturestructure. At Rayleighnumbersbetween1.2 l0 s

and2 106, thiscentralupwelling
is intermittent.
At largervalues
of the Rayleigh
number,there is no longera simpleupwellingstructure,but a set of small plumes
risingtogetherand distortedby a cellularcirculationof large horizontalextent.
Thusthe conductive
lid alwaysimposesa large-scale
flowpattern. The lengthof
these convectivecellsis a function of lid width. It is equal to the lid width at
largevaluesand decreases
to the Rayleigh-B•nardvalueas the lid width decreases
to zero. A fluid loop model explainsthe most important featuresof this form of
convection.The celllengthis suchthat the upwellingtemperatureis minimizedfor
a givenRayleighnumberand lid width and is an increasing
functionof lid width
and a decreasingfunctionof Rayleighnumber. Transientexperimentsdemonstrate
that the large-scaleflow structure developsrapidly with even small horizontal
temperaturedifferences.Implicationsfor the Earth are that large-scaleconvection
cellsexist in conditionswhich,in the absenceof continents,wouldprobablylead
to a chaoticconvection
pattern dominatedby plumes.At high Rayleighnumber,
continentalbreakupis effectedby a large-scaleline upwellingstructurewhich
includesa number of individual plumes.

Introduction

cotte,1978; Jarvis and Peltier, 1982; Olsonel al., 1990;
Davies and Richards,1992]. In suchstudies,continents
The theory of plate tectonicshas been very successful have been treated as aged oceaniclithospherewhich
in accountingfor the velocity field at the Earth's sur- follow passivelyplate motions. This simple view, howface and in explaininglarge-scalegeologicalphenomena ever, is not tenable. One reason is that continents are
such as subductionand continentalcollision.Together associatedwith specificconvectionphenomena. For exwith simplecoolingmodels,it has enabledus to calcu- ample, their breakupis associatedwith strongmantle
late with good accuracyheat flow, depth, and gravity upwellingsand anomalouslyhigh mantle temperatures
anomalies in the oceans. Thus studies of mantle con[White and McKenzie, 1989]. Anotherreasonis that
vection have naturally focused on observationsin the the mantle temperaturefield exhibitslarge-wavelength
oceans[e.g., McKenzie el al., 1974; Ozburghand Tur- componentswhich are clearly linked to the distribu1Nowat Cleotop,Universit•du Quebec• Montreal,Canada.
Copyright 1995 by the American Geophysical Union.
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tion of continents

and oceans at the Earth's

surface

[Tanimoto,1990; Woodward
andMasters,1991;$u and
Dziewonski,1991; Montagner,1994]. Oceans.andcontinents are associatedwith seismicvelocity "'differences
extendingto depthsof at least 300 km [Jordan,1981;
Grand, 1987;Andersonel al., 1992;Montagn.
er, 1994].
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Laboratory Experiments. Procedure

pastand presentdistributionof continents
[Anderson, and Conditions
1982;ChaseandSprowl,1983;œePichonandIIuchon,

1984]. Such large-scalestructuresare difficultto ex- Basic Framework
plainwithin the flameworkof Rayleigh-Bdnard
convection, that is, with a homogeneous
fluid layercooleduniWe have not attempted to include a continentalroot
formlyfrom above.A strongconstraintis that the heat protruding into the fluid layer for severalreasons.On

flowfieldat theEarth'ssurface
isdetermined
to a large the real Earth, the transition between continent and
extent by the distribution of continents and oceans. Re-

ocean is gradual and spreadsover distancesof several

cent studies have demonstrated that the mantle heat

hundredsof kilometers.The edgeof a continentis usually madeup of younggeological
provinces
with different thermalstructures[Bechtelet al., 1990; Pinet et

flow beneath old continents cannot exceed a value of

15 mW m-2 and is probablyas smallas 12 mW m-2

[Pinetet al., 1991;Guillouet al., 1994].Thisis much al., 1991;NybladeandPollack,1993]. Specifying
the
lower than the averageoceanicheat flow of 100 mW topographies
of the continental
root and margincon-

m-2 [$clater
e! al.,1980;SteinandStein,1994].Thus strainsthe flowfield. For example,Lowmanand Jarvis

continentsare a fundamentalcomponentof the Earth's [1993]took a rectangular"continent"and foundthat
heatbudget.In termsof basicphysics,
theyimposea this had a major effecton their solutions.It may be
heterogeneous
thermalconditionat the upperbound- dangerous
to specifya priorithe natureandgeometry
ary of the convectingmantle, which is knownto affect of the transitionbetween
continent
andoceanasthey
the characteristics
of flow[KellyandPal, 1978].
may well be a result,rather than the cause,of convecThere have been few studies of the effects of contitive interactions.We focuson the thermalaspectsof
nentson mantleconvection.Gurnis[1988]and Zhon# the problem, that is, the thermal interaction between

and Gurnis [1993] have considereda "raft" of fixed
thicknesswhichis allowedto moveat the uppersurfaceof a convecting
layer.They wereableto reproduce
theWilsoncycleof continental
aggregation
andbreakup

conduction in continents and convection in the mantle.

reversal(i.e., the changefrom converging
flowaggregatingtwocontinents
to diverging
flowpromoting
con-

A recentandrelatedstudyonmantledynamics
beneath
a stretchedlithospheredemonstratethe importanceof
the thermalboundarycondition[King andAnderson,
1994].We usea fiat andheterogeneous
boundary
plate
at the top of a fluid layer. "Oceans"are represented
by a fixed temperatureboundaryconditionand "continents"by a lid of conductingmaterial insertedin the
middle of this plate, as shownin Figure 1. The ex-

tinentalbreakup)dependsstronglyon the width of the

act nature of the thermal boundary conditionbeneath

and showedthat large-scaletemperatureanomaliesare
generated.œowman
andJarvis[1993]carriedout a similar study in a rectangularbox. They foundthat flow

continent.Both studieswerelimitedin the rangeof the lid is discussed
below.At the tank bottom,a fixed

Rayleigh numbers and continental width. In order to

temperature is imposed.

facilitatethe numericalcalculations,
severalsimplica- The experimentshave severalintrinsiclimitations,
tionswereemployed.For example,Zhon#and Gurnis which imply that they are not direct analogsof the

[1993]imposed
weakmarginsat the raft edges
in or- Earth'smantle. Onelimitationis that the upperbound-

der to generateplatelike behavior. œowmanand Jarvis

[1993]carriedout their calculations
in a domainof relativelysmallsizeand foundthat edgeeffectswereim-

ary is a rigid surface,contraryto the oceanicregions
of the Earth, which affectsthe wavelengthof convection. Aspect ratios of convection rolls with stress-free

portant.

boundaries
may be quite largerthan thosewith rigid
In order to establishsomeof the physicsof man- boundaries.The effectis weak at constantviscosity
tle convection
with a continent
at the upperboundary, and may be very important in variableviscosityfluwe haveconducteda seriesof laboratoryexperiments. ids dependingon the valuesof the Rayleighnumber
A continentwasrepresented
by a conducting
lid sur- and the viscositycontrast[Weinsteinand Christensen,
roundedby fixedtemperatureplates.The experiments 1991; Tackley,1993]. Another limitation is that the
spanlargerangesof Rayleighnumbersand lid width, lid is immobile.All elsebeingequal,onemay expect
and were carriedout in fluidswith both weaklyand that a moving continent inducesa more diffuse therhighlytemperature-dependent
viscosities.The study mal anomalyin the underlyingfluid. A final limitation
is focused on the convective motions which occur be- liesin the absence
of internalheating,whichaffectsthe
neath the conductivelid. Severaldifferentdynamic relative importancesof the upper and lower thermal
regimes
arefound,whichmayhaveimportantgeologi- boundarylayersand hencethe regimesof upwellings
cal implications.The planof the paperis straightfor- and downwellings
[McKenzieet al., 1974].
ward. We first presentthe laboratorytechniques.We
For the purposesof determiningwhat changesare
then describea completeset of experimentalresultsat broughton thermal convectionby conductionin a consteadystate and discuss
severalcomplicating
factors: tinentof finite size,onemaystudya systemwhichmay
the shapeof the lid, temperature-dependent
viscosity, not be an exact representationof the Earth. We arand transienteffects.A simpleanalyticalmodelof cellu- gue that, in any case, this is useful becauseour un-

lar convection
showshowthe convecting
systemadjusts derstanding
of mantleconvection
remainsfragmentary.
to the peculiarboundarycondition.Finally,we discuss Consider,for example,the modeof heatingfor mantle
howtheseresultsbear on geological
phenomena.
convection.The upper mantle is depletedin radioactive
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Figure 1. (a) Sketchof the experimentalsetup. A large aspectratio tank with dimensionsof
0.32 x 0.32 x 0.04 or 0.32 x 0.32 x 0.08 m is heated from below and cooled from above using

thermosratedbaths. There is a conductivelid in the middleof the upperplate (PVDF-fiuorur
polyvinydilene).The tank is thermallyinsulatedfrom the laboratoryusingthick layersof styrofoam. Temperaturesare recordedat a number of locationsand read periodically with a scanning

voltmeterconnectedto a computer. (b) Crosssectionshowingthe conditionsimposedat the
boundaries. Dark grey shading stands for insulating styrofoam material. There is a conductive
lid in the upper plate, which is shownwith a light grey shading. The top of the lid is insulated
with styrofoam.

elements[O'Nions et al., 1979;Jochumet al., 1983],and Experimental

Setup

hence, if it is convectingas a separate layer, is mainly
We used wide tanks with two different heights in orheated from below. In contrast, a whole mantle convective system would be mainly heated from within by der to verify that the results were not affected signifradioactive

sources.

The

debate

on these two alterna-

icantly by the sidewalls(see below). Dimensions(in

tives has not been settled yet. A specific difficulty is meters) were 0.32 x 0.32 in the horizontalplane and
that the mantle is probably in a transient regime, with heightswere 0.04 and 0.08, corresponding
to aspectradeep temperature anomalies due to the Pangea super- tios of 8 and 4, respectively. Sidewall heat losseswere

continent[Anderson,1982].Also,our understanding
of kept to a minimumby thick styrofoamplates (0.08 m
thickness)(Figurela). Workingfluidsweresiliconeoils

the relation between continental drift and deep-seated
convection is far from complete. The velocity of continents at the Earth's surfacevaries with time and, at the
present time, is not the same for all continents. There
is little information on the velocity with which Pangea

wasmovingbeforeit brokeup. In short, it is difficultto
pose exactly the general problem of mantle convection
with moving continents.Thus we focuson one specific
aspect and seek to establish basic physical principles
which are expected to apply in a variety of conditions.
We return to the limitations of the experiments at the
end of the paper and evaluate their importance in the

light of our observations.

for constant viscosityexperiments and Tare and Lyle's

GoldenSyrupfor variableviscosity(Table 1). Constant
temperature boundary conditionsare enforcedby thick

(0.02 m) copperplatesthroughwhichthermosrated
water is circulated.

Water

channels are machined

in the

copperand follow a spiral which doublesback on itself,
ensuringthat the inflow and outflowchannelsare close
to each other and that their averagetemperature is uniform. Any remainingheterogeneityin the temperature
field is smoothedout by conductionin the thick copper.
The boundary conditionfor the lid is discussedbelow
and in Appendix A.
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Table la. PhysicalPropertiesof the ExperimentalMaterials
Thermal

Thermal

Diffusivity

Capacity

Wm-IK -1

m25-1

Jkg-lK -1

Tank walls
Lid
Silicine Oils

0.23
0.48

1.49 10-7
1.34 10-7

1.3 103
0.2 103

47V50

0.16
0.16
0.36

1.14 10-7
1.14 10-7
1.21 10-7

1.46 103
1.46 103
2.02 103

Others

Golden Syrup

Table lb. Density and Viscosity of
the Working Fluids

kg m-3

Pa

0.960
0.965
0.970
0.970
0.973

1.05 10 -3
9.45 10 -4
4.33 10 -4

si0nal
structure.
Wealsoused
a 0.08m
x 0.08m
square

5.27 10-2
9.94 10 -2
6.25 10-1

103
103
103
103
103

K-1

which was varied up to a maximum value of 2.25 103.
In most experiments, the lid stretched across the
wholewidth of the tank, corresponding
to a tw.o-dimen-

s

Oils

47V50
47V100
47V500
47V1000
47V10000

Coefficient of

ThermalExpansion

r[ients,
theviscosity
contrast
across
thefluidlayer,der•'•ted
by At/, provides
another
dimensionless
number,

Viscosity

Density
Silicone

Heat

Conductivity

lid at the centerof a copperplate in orderto investigate

the influence
of the shapeof the lid.

1.04

Thermal

1.02 101

Boundary

Condition

Beneath

Conti-

nents

+

GoldenSyrup 1.438103

+ c))

/to ----4.485 10-s
A=-7.5907 10-7
B=3.8968 10-4
C=4.0130 10-2

In the lithosphere,heat is conductedto the upper
boundary where temperature is fixed. This reference
temperature is taken to be zero. If the convective
temperature field varies on a horizontal scale which is
much larger thah the lithospherethickness,the heat
flux through the lithosphereis equal to

Table 2 lists the variablesof the problem. Using
the thicknessof the fluid layer, d, as length scale,the
temperature differencebetween top and bottom, AT, whereT is the local temperature at the baseof the lithoas temperature scale•the dimensionlessnumbers which sphere, b the lithospherethickness,and kr the lithocharacterize the experiments are as follows:
sphericthermal conductivity. By continuity, this can
be written as a boundaryconditionfor the underlying

Rayleigh
number
Ra- gc•ATd3
(la) mantle
Prandtl number Pr -

Dimensionless
lid width

=

-

a/d

0T

(lb)

Oz

(lc)

where variables are dimensionlessand B•
number equal to

is the Biot

k• d
where c•, n, and y strandfor the coefficientof thermal
expansion,thermal diffusivity,and kinematicviscosity,
respectively.A fourth,dimensionless
numberis intro- where k• is the mantle thermal conductivity. This
duced by the boundary condition at the base of the lid condition approaches one of insulation for small B•
(seebelow).Rayleighnumberswerevariedbetween104 and tendsto one of fixed temperaturefor large B•.
and 2 107,and the smallestvalueof the PrandtlnumFor a thick lid, this condition is modified by horiber was 480. The largestvalue of the Rayleighnumber zontal diffusion[Hewitt et al., 1980]. For our present
was achievedwith the oil with the smallest viscosity. purposes,we may considerthat, at the baseof the lithoIn our experimental conditions,accordingto the analy- sphere,temperaturevariesin the horizontaldirectionas
sisof Kraichnan[1962],thermal convection
is neverin follows, between a maximum value T• and 0:
a regime of mechanical turbulence, i.e., the Reynolds
T•
number of l•heflow is alwayssmall. Using tracer partiT
•[(1
+ cos(ax)]
(3a)
cles,we measureddirectly flow velocitiesand confirmed
this. The dimensionless
lid width took valuesof 0.5, 1, Solving the heat diffusionequation leads to the follow2, and 4. In the Earth, dependingon whether convec- ing relation at the base of the lithosphere'
tion occurs in two separate systemsin the upper and
lower mantles,or in a singlesystemthroughthe whole
c
Oz
mantle, the typical value of the dimensionlesscontinental size is either 10 or 2. For variable viscosityexperi- with
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of the Problem

Symbol

Typical Value

a

0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16 m

Geometrical parameters
Lid width
Lid thickness

b

0.02 m

Tank height

d

0.04, 0.08 m

Tank width (internal)

0.32 m

Temperatures
Top boundary
Bottom boundary

To
T•

Lid (at the basecenter)
Upwelling(at mid-height)

Tc
Tp

Mean cell temperature

Tm

4- 20øC
20 - 60 øC

regular time intervalsduring the experiments,a window
was openedin the insulatingwalls and photographsand
video movies were taken. The temperature field was visualized with the shadowgraphtechnique, and the flow
If the wavelengthof temperaturevariationstendsto in- field was monitored by streak photographsof tracer parfinity, B decreasestoward Bc• and C goesto zero, that ticles. Temperatures were measuredat severallocations
is, onerecoversthe previouscondition(2b). Constant with small thermocouples with an accuracy of 0.07øC.
C depends on the maximum temperature imposed by The heat flux at the upper surfacewas determined with
convection. These equations show that the properties an accuracyof better than 10%. Details about temperature and heat flux determinationsare givenin Appendix
of the conductinglid are defined by the value of B•.

c-

(3a)

In practice,boundarycondition(3b) reducesto a con-

B.

dition of small heat flux. At the base of the lid, tem-

peraturecannotexceedthe valueof i (the maximum
fluid temperature),and hencethe valueof Bc• provides Steady State Convection With

a Lid

an upper bound for the heat flux through the lid. This
is small comparedto the Rayleigh-B•nard value which

Here, we describe constant viscosity experiments at
steady state. In each casea large-scalecellular circulaOn the Earth, the thicknessof the continental litho- tion wasset up with a centralupwellingbeneaththe lid.
sphereis probably as large as 250 km. Assumingthat Experiments were carried out in the two tanks. The asmantle rocks within and below the lithosphere have the pect ratio of the tank had no significanteffecton the cell
same thermal conductivity, we find that Bc• takes val- dimensionsand had a small influenceon temperatures.
ues of about 3 and 11 for upper mantle and whole man- In the sameconditions,temperatureswere larger by at
tle convection,respectively.The additional complexity most 10% in the tank with the smallestaspectratio.
of interest here is that continents are of finite size. As
The temperature data given below were all obtained in
we shall see,this generateshorizontaltemperaturevari- the tank with the largest aspectratio.
ationson a scalewhich is proportional to the continental
Length of Convection Cells
size. Thus, for a wide continent, one is near the long
wavelengthlimit and B takessmall valuescloseto Bc•.
At the Rayleigh numbers studied here, closeto the
For a narrower continent, the wavelengthof horizon- lid, convectionis organizedin a central upwellingfeedtal temperature variationsis smaller, which leadsto an ing two symmetric cells. A conspicuousfeature is that
would be achieved without

a lid.

increase of B.

the larger the lid, the longerthe cell (Figure 2). The

Proper scalingof the experimentsrequiresthat the
B•

value is the same than in the Earth. As shown in

length of the cells, denoted by D, can be measuredusing streak photographsand shadowgraphs.At Rayleigh

Appendix A, the experimental Biot number is 3.0 for numbers
largerthan about2 106,convection
hasa more
the largest lid, correspondingto the long-wavelength complicated pattern with a number of small plumes inlimit, and increasesas the lid width is decreased.
volved in a large-scalecirculation. In these cases,the
cellularstructure has no sharpedge,but the uncertainty
Measurements
and Observations
on the length value is small comparedto the range of
Most experimentswere started by heating the lower valuesobserved.We find that the celllengthexhibitsno
boundary. The flow field adopteda steadystate config- systematicdependence
on the Rayleighnumber(Figure
uration rapidly. In many cases,temperatures were ob- 3a). For large lids, the cell lengthis very closeto the
served to fluctuate

around mean values which remained

width of the lid (Figure3b). With decreasing
lid width,

constant. To make sure that steady state was achieved, the celllengthtendsto the Rayleigh-Bdnard
value(Figsomeexperimentswere run for as long as 3 weeks. At ure 3b).
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Figure 2a. Streakphotographs
of convection
cellsfor a Rayleighnumberof about1.1 104. (top)
Rayleigh-Bdnardexperimentwith fixed temperaturesat the upper and lower boundaries. The
averagecell aspectratio is 1.1. (bottom) Experimentwith a lid of width a=2d at the upper
boundary. Beneath the lid, in the center of the field of view, there are two convectioncells with
an aspect ratio of 2.0.

Figure 2b. Streakphotographs
of convection
cellsfor a Rayleighnumberof about1.1104. (top)
Lid width a/d=1. The two cellslocatedbelowthe lid havean aspectratio of 1.3. (bottom) Lid
width a/d=2. Note that, next to the long cells,neighboringcellsbeneaththe fixed temperature
plates have a "normal" aspect ratio of 1.
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5

a/d

Ra

Figure 3. The aspectratio of the centralcells,D/d, originatingfrom belowthe conductivelid.
Sizeof symbolsrepresenterror bars. (a) Dependence
on the Rayleighnumber,for two different
valuesof lid width (a/d=2 and 0.5). Note that, as the Rayleighnumberchanges
by morethan
2 ordersof magnitude,the aspectratio barely(:hanges.(b) Dependence
on lid width. For each

lid width,valuesshowncorrespond
to Rayleighnumbers
varyingfromabout104 to 107. For a/d
greaterthan 1, the cell lengthis essentiallyequalto the width of the lid.

Away from the lid, below the copper plates, convec- fluid is hot, which impedes penetration by subsequent
tion followsthe classicalRayleigh-B6nardpattern. At upwellings. This fluid volume spreadsand thins prolow Rayleighnumber,we find rollswith an aspectratio gressively,and the processis eventuallyrepeated.
The dynamic regime is insensitiveto the width of
of about 1 (Figure 2b). The influenceof the lid on the
wavelengthof convectiondoesnot extend farther than the lid and is only a function of the Rayleigh numthe two central cells, and the adjacent convectioncells ber (Figure 7). The transitionsbetweenthe steady
have a normal apect ratio of about 1. At high Rayleigh and intermittent plume regimes and between the innumber, convectiontakes the form of plumesand there termittent plume and plume cluster regimes occur at
is no detectable cellular structure away from the two Rayleigh
numbers
of (1.2-t-0.1)l0s and(1.8-t-0.1)10e,
central cells.
respectively.These transitions have their counterparts

in the Rayleigh-B6nard
configuration
[e.g.,Busse,1978,
pp. 1945]. In that configuration,the onsetof time de-

Dynamics of the Central Upwelling
We have identified three different regimesfor the up-

wellingbeneaththe lid. At small Rayleighnumber,the
upwellingis steady. This is demonstratedby the fact
that temperature remains constant everywherein the
tank, and by visual documentswhich show no visible
changesof velocityand flow pattern. As the Rayleigh
number was increased,we observedthat the outlinesof
the upwellingstarted to oscillate(Figure 4) and that
its temperaturestarted to fluctuate. For example,for
a/d equal to 0.5, the amplitudeof temperaturefluctuationsis zerofor Ra equalto 1.1 104 and startsto

increase
for Ra largerthan l0s (Figure5). We referto

pendence
occursat a Rayleighnumberof aboutl0s,
and thermal turbulence, such that small individual plumes detach from boundary layers, is observedwhen the

Rayleighnumberis largerthanabout2 10e. The novel
feature of the present experimentsis that, beneath a
lid, convectionremains organizedinto two parallel roll
structureseven at high Rayleigh numbers.

Temperature Structure of Convection

Figure 8 showsvertical temperatureprofilesthrough
the tank at various locations. At the upper boundary, the lid is at a higher temperature than the sur-

this as an "intermittent upwelling". At high Rayleigh
number, there is no longer a simple upwelling current

roundings. Below it, the temperatureprofile exhibits

beneath

and bottom separatedby a uniform interior. However,
the interior temperature is higher than the Rayleigh-

the lid.

The

flow field is best described

as a

set of small plumes partially coalescingat the bottom
and rising together along a large-scalecellular circula-

the usual structure of two boundary layers at the top

Bdnard(R-B) valueof 0.5. The temperaturedifference
tion (Figure6). Theseplumesare of smalldimensions acrossboth boundary layers is smaller than in the R-B
and are visible both in a plane perpendicular to the
lid axis and along the axis. We call this the "plume
cluster" regime. Close to the transition between the
intermittent upwelling and plume cluster regimes, we
observed an interesting cyclic phenomenon. The central upwelling carries upward a large quantity of fluid
which ponds at the base of the lid. This volume of

situation which prevailsawayfrom the lid. This implies
that the heat flux at the base of the lid is smaller than

the R-B value. Moving awayfrom the lid, the temperature profile graduallyevolvestoward R-B profileswith
similar boundary layers at the top and at the bottom.
The upwellingbeneath the lid is alwaysthe hottest
regionof the fluid layer. Its temperature,calledTp, was

24,224
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Figure4a. Shadowgraphs
ofthe"intermittent
upwelling"
regime
(Ra- 1.610e;aid - 1/2). On
the top photograph,
beneaththe lid, thereis no visibleupwellingrisingfromthe lowerboundary
layer.However,
thereis a residualstructureleft froman olderupwelling
nearthe baseof the lid.
The threephotographs
belowshowan upwellingrisingtowardthe lid andbecoming
established.
The centralupwellingand the two symmetricaldownwelling
currentsdefinea cellof aspectratio
1. Awayfrom the centralregion,the flowfieldis madeof manycloselyspacedplumes.
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Figure 4b. Streakphotograph
of a similarexperiment
(Ra - 9.6 T0*;a/d-
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1/2) showing
a

well-developedcellularstructureof aspectratio T beneaththe lid.
measuredbelow the lid axis at mid height, that is, at

Thermal

Conditions

at the

Base of the

Lid

x = 0 andz - d/2 (Figure9). Fora givenlid, the plume
The temperature at the base of the lid has a belltemperaturedecreases
with increasingRayleighnumber
and tendstoward the valueof 0.5, whichcorresponds
to shaped horizontal profile with a maximum at the cenwell-mixed turbulent convection.For a given value of ter (seeFigure AT in AppendixA). For simplicity,Tc
Ra, the plume temperature increaseswith the width of will be referred to as the lid temperature. For a given
the lid.
Rayleighnumber,this temperaturebehaveslike the upwellingtemperature,Tp, increasingtogetherwith the
6
lid width (Figure T0). For a givenlid width, however,
i
t i lilt/
] ' ['""l
I' ' [
I I I I I Ill I
_

I
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I
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a/d=l/2

I
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The heat flux at the base of the lid increases with in-

I
I
I

_

104

_

I

[ t I titi,[ I[ I [,,li[[
•0 $

creasingRayleighnumberand decreases
with increasing

lid width (Figure TT). The reasonfor the latter behav-

I

I
I

I

0

it has a different behavior and increasesweakly with
Ra, which is due to the increasingheat flux out of the
lower boundary layer. These observationsemphasize
that there is no simple relationshipbetween temperatures at the baseof the lid and in the centralupwelling.

106

] [

I

10?

I

I I II1•'

•o •

Ra
Figure 5. Dimensionlessstandard deviation of temperature fluctuations beneath the lid as a function of

ior may be obtained by looking at Figure 9. As the lid
is made larger, the fluid below is at a higher temperature, which reducesthe temperature differenceacross
the lower boundary layer. Thus the heat flux out of the
lower boundary layer is smaller.
Edge of the Lid

At the upper boundary, the central upwellingfeeds
two diverginghorizontal flowswhich loselittle heat beabout1.2 10s, temperature
fluctuations
aresignificant.
They are largestfor a Rayleighnumberof about 5 10s. neath the lid and get cooledas they reachthe cold copThe vertical line separatestwo regimesas determined per plates. The vertical heat flux has a sharp increaseat
with increasing
from visual documents:regimeI is a steadyupwelling, the edgeof the lid, and then decreases
and regime 2 is an upwellingwhosevelocity varieswith distance. Figure 12 shows a detailed horizontal protime.
file of heat flux at the upper boundary,for a large lid

Rayleigh number. At Rayleigh numberslarger than
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Figure 6. Shadowgraphsshowingthe "plume cluster" regime. The temperature field has two
separate scales of motion, a small scale associatedwith the thicknessof the thermal boundary

layers,anda largerscaleassociated
withthelid. (Top)Ra = 1.810• andaid = 1/2. The central
upwelling is made of severalplumeswhich are taken in a general circulation of larger dimensions.
The flow field beneath the lid is defined by distribution and distortion of plumes, and contrasts

with the convection
patternfar fromthe lid. (Middle)Ra = 1.8 10• andaid = 1/2. Close-up
showingthe cellular pattern beneaththe lid. Note that plumesare rather evenlyspacednear the
bottom boundary and that the large-scalehorizontal motion is definedmost clearly in the upper

partsof the fluidlayer. (Bottom)Ra = 1.7 107 anda/d = 2. The centralcirculation
pattern
definestwo cells of large horizontal extent, which bend individual plumes.
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Figure 7. The three regimesof convectionbeneath a
conductivelid, as a function of lid width and Rayleigh
number. Squaresstand for steady upwelling, open circles for intermittent upwelling, and solid circles for
plume cluster. These regimes are numbered from I
to III. Evidenceis drawn from temperature recordings,
shadowgraphs,and video movies.

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

DimensionlessTemperature

Figure 8. Vertical profilesof temperaturefor an exper-

imentwith Ra = 9.6 l0 s, andaid = 1/2. Symbols
show
the data points. Open circles correspondto the center
of the tank, that is, below the lid axis. Stars and crosses

representdata taken at dimensionless
distancesx/d of
0.625 and 1.625 from the axis, respectively. These two
profiles are through convectioncells away from the lid,
which have a normal aspect ratio.

(a/d:2) and a highRayleighnumber(1.6 106). For
such a high value of the Rayleigh number, there is the
additional complication that small plumes detach from
the upper boundary layer at some distance from the

l0s and a/d = 1, we foundthat D/d = 0.9+ 0.1 for
thesefourexperiments.
At Ra = 1.1 104 andaid = 2,

edgeof the lid (Figure 4). This leadsto a secondary D/d was 2.1 + 0.1. Thus the central convectioncells
increase

of heat flux.

have the same aspect ratio than in constant viscosity
experiments.
The upper boundary layer is thicker than in the constant viscosity case, which leads to an increase of the

Other Experiments
In the precedingexperiments,the width of the lid determines the wavelengthof fluid motions. In order to
show that this is a fundamental property of this form
of convection, we have carried out experiments with
a temperature-dependentfluid and have looked at the
transient

behavior

of convection.

Temperature-Dependent

interior temperature. All else being equal, this leads to

a largercentralupwellingtemperature(Figure14) and
to a smaller heat flux through the lid. Also, temperatures at the baseof the lid are increased.The temperature differencebetweenthe lid and the upwellinghas no
significantvariation over the range of viscositycontrast

studied(Figure 14).

Viscosity
I

I

I

I

III

Throughout the following, Rayleigh numbersare calculated with fluid properties evaluated at the aver-

agetemperature(To + T1)/2. In the Rayleigh-Bdnard
configuration, the upper boundary layer is more viscous than the underlying fluid, and hence, for a given
Rayleigh number, is thicker than in a constantviscosity experiment. For rigid boundaries,this implies that
the aspectratio of convectionrolls is reduced. For vis-

cositycontrastslessthan 10a, the cell aspectratio is
between0.8 and 0.9 [White, 1988; Giannandreaand

Christensen,
1993].In an experiment
at Ra = 2.0 104
and At/ = 20, we found a value of 0.8. With a lid at
the upper boundary and variable viscosity,we observed

the sameflow pattern as before(Figure 13). We have

.

a/d=2

T

0.8
I

.

0.7

.

0.6

0.5

10 4

,

, , , ,,,,I

........

l0 s

I

10 •

,

10 7

Ra

carried out two sets of four experiments for two val- Figure 9. Temperaturein the middle of the central
ues of Ra and a/d, spanningthe exact same range of upwelling(at x=0 andz=d/2) asa functionof Rayleigh
viscositycontrast,from 20 to 2.2 10a. For Ra = 1.3 number, for two different lid widths.
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Figure 10. Maximum temperature at the baseof the

Figure 11. Heat flux at the baseof the lid and at the

lid (at x=0) as a functionof Rayleighnumberfor two

axis(x--O), as a functionof lid width. There are three
overlappingdata pointsfor a/d=2. Valuesfor a/d=0

lid widths.

Note that

its behavior

is different

from that

of the upwelling temperature in Figure 9.

are the Nusselt numbers for Rayleigh-B6nard experiments.

Shape of the Continent

ature gradient which drives the changeof roll dimensions.Thus changesof roll dimensionsand temperature
The experiments describedso far had an elongated
occur simultaneously,both in the convectinglayer and
lid stretchingacrossthe whole width of the tank. Thus, in the lid. At the upper boundary, even small thermal
when convectiontakes the form of parallel rolls, the lid
perturbationsgeneratea large-scale
velocityfield (Figimposesthe direction of the roll axes. To test full threeure 15). This impliesthat horizontalconduction
in the
dimensional effects, we have used a square lid of width
lid plays little role. Horizontal diffusion would be ima = 2d. Only one experiment was carried out at a portant in the transient, for example, if a central plume

Rayleighnumberof 1.6 106. Onceagain,a strongup- of small dimensionswas maintained for a long time and

welling was observedbeneath the lid, generatingan axisymmetric horizontal flow at the top and downwellings
at a distance equal to the lid width, a, from the center.
For this case, the lid occupiesa smaller fraction of the
upper boundary and hence the upwelling temperature
is smaller

than for a two-dimensional

lid with the same

width. Lid temperatures are smaller too. For compari-

was heating the lid baseonly locally.
We conclude that the evolution toward steady state
is determined by convectionin the fluid layer. We have
determined the time t• for which temperature reaches
80% of its final value, both at the base of the lid and
in the central upwelling. Both times are identical and
have been scaled with

son,at the samevaluesof Ra and a/d, temperaturesat
the center of the lid were 0.48 for the square geometry
instead of 0.58 for the two-dimensionalgeometry.
Transient

10

Behavior

_

Most experiments were started from a motionlessand
isothermalfluid layer at temperature To. At time t = 0,
the lower plate was switched to the preheated water
bath, and its temperature increasedrapidly to T• over
a time short compared to timescalefor the fluid layer.

•

8

a/d = 2

Rayleighnumbersgreaterthan 105,downwellings
were

_..-•',-o-o-o

ßeø Ra_•leigh-B•nard
va

•
_

Small plumes were gen'eratedat the lower boundary
and the interior temperature started to increase. At
first generated at the edge of the lid, and slowly mi-

Ra = 1.6 106

,•
: •

,

:

•.0 ø

-.

.e

edgeof

• 2

grated away toward their final position(Figure 15).
We did not observedowngoingplumesor a well-defined
downwellingcurrent beneath the lid. At Rayleighnumbers lower than this, the situation is more complexwith
convectionrolls evolving outside as well as beneath the

0

1

2

3

4

x/d
Figure 12. Heat flux through the top boundary as a

lid. For example,for the widestlid (aid = 4), con- functionof distance
fromthe lid axis(x=0). The shaded

vection rolls developedinitially with Rayleigh-B6nard
dimensions,which led to downwellingsbeneaththe lid.
As convectiondevelops,temperatures in the lid progressivelyincrease. This generatesa horizontal temper-

regionrepresentsa half-lid and the vertical arrow marks
the edge of the central cell. Heat flux valuesare consistently small in the lid and increase sharply toward the
edge of the lid.
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Figure 13. Shadowgraph
of an experimentwith temperature-dependent
viscosity(Ra - 1.2

104,aid- 2, At/-- 2.2 10a).Onemayseea darkcentralupwelling
andtwolightdownwellings
definingsymmetricalcells. The aspectratio of thesetwo elongatedcellsis 2.2.

d2

7's-- --Ra -1/3

p = p,• [(1 - ct(T - T,•)]

(4)

(5)

where p,• is density at the mean temperature T,•. In
the following, vector quantities are written with bold
For all constant viscosity experiments, the dimensionletters. The viscousforce acting on the fluid, F, is prolesstime t s (i.e., t s/rs) takesa valueof (7 q- 2), where
portional to velocity v:

onestandarddeviationis quoted(Figure16). The scatter in the data

is not due to measurement

errors and

- -p.v

(e)

does not depend on the Rayleigh number. It reflects
the influence of the width of the lid. A simple theory At high Prandtl numbers, the velocity profile is fully
developed in Appendix C predicts that ts has a value developed over the whole thicknessof fluid, and hence
of 10 at large lid width and smaller valuesfor narrower R scales with
lids.

(7)

A Fluid Loop Model for Convection
With

a Lid

In order to understand the key physical aspectsof
our experiments, we develop a fluid loop model. Such a

where 5 is the stream tube thickness,which is also the
thickness of the thermal boundary layer. This relies
on a simple model of the velocity field and is only ap-

proximate[W½lander,1967]. Roberts[1979]hasgivena
more accurate treatment, but which does not improve

model has been usedsuccessfully
to investigatevarious the modelresultssignificantly[Olson,1987].The equaaspectsof Rayleigh-B6nardconvection[Keller, 1966; tion of motion is written as follows:
Welander, 1967; Turcott½and Oxburgh, 1967; Weinstein ½tal., 1989]. The resultswe wish to explain are
1
(1) the lengthsof the two centralrolls are closeto the
width of the lid, (2) the upwellingtemperatureincreases
Ra=l.3 l0s
T 0.9
with increasing
lid width, and (3) the upwellingtempera/d=l
a
p ature decreaseswith increasingRayleigh number.
o.8
In the core region of a convectionroll, fluid is isothermal and velocities are small. Buoyancy leads to well0.7'
separatedupwellingsand downwellings.To capture the
A
-

••

essential physics of this situation, attention is focused

0.6

on four stream tubes at the edgesof a rectangularloop

of aspectratio Did (Figure17). A half-lidis presenton

Tm
c
_

_

0.•
_

the left side. The upwellingis located beneath the lid
I I I I I IIII
, , ,,,,,,I
, i i iiiill
i , IllliT
0.4
and downwellingoccursat the right-hand edge. In the
1
lO
100
10 z
10
loop interior, fluid is isothermal at the mean temperature T•. The vertical tubes are thermally insulated,
and fixed temperature conditionsare imposedon the Figure 14. Thermal structure of convectionfor exviscosity.T.• is
walls of the horizontal tubes: T = T1 at the bottom perimentswith temperature-dependent
_

the averaged
fluid temperature,Tp temperaturein the
and T = To over.distance(D- a/2) on the right-hand middle of the central upwelling,and Tc the maximum
part of the upper horizontal tube. For simplicity, the temperatureat the baseof the lid. With increasingvislid is representedby a zero heat flux condition.
cositycontrast,all temperaturesincrease.The magniStreamlinesare parallel to the loop edgesand one tude of the thermal anomaly associatedwith the central
usescurvilinear abscissas. The fluid density is given upwelling, given by Tp-Tm, is rather insensitiveto the
viscosity contrast.
by:
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..

I

l*igure 115.Transientexperiment
at /•a - 1.7 107 and aid-

I

2. This experiment
eventually

evolvesinto the plume cluster regime illustrated in Figure 6. From top to bottom, time development of convection. Note that the initial pattern of convectionis made of a few isolated
plumes. At the lower boundary, two hot plumes appear beneath the lid at some distance of
the axis. These are deflectedsidewaysbecauseof a large-scaletemperature field due to the lid.
At the upper boundary, two cold plumesare generatedat the edgesof the lid. With time, the
hot plumes migrate toward the center, and the cold plumes migrate away from the center. The
bottom photograph showsincipient large-scalecellular flow.
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s=d+a/2 T = 0

s=d

!

s=d+D

t
s

lO

(I)--0 ''

s= 0
10 4

l0 s

106

10?

l0 s

s= 2d+2D

T=T m

(I)--0

J

s = 2d+D

T = 1

Ra
Figure 17. Schematic diagram for the fluid loop
model. The convectingfluid is followed as it revolves
aturesreach a value equal to 80% of their final steady around an isothermal core at the mean temperature
state values. All experiments with constant viscosity Tin. By symmetry, there is no lateral heat transfer in
are shown.
the vertical parts of the loop. Variable s denotes the
curvilinear abscissawhose value increasescontinuously
Figure 16. Dimensionlesstime ts such that temper-

alongthe loop. The loop has a half-lid of width a/2 at

0 - -vp + pg+ r

(8) the upper left-hand corner. Thermal boundary conditions are shown:

zero heat flux beneath

the lid and for

Temperature is assumedto be constant in crosssection the upwelling and downwellingparts of the loop, fixed
and hence is a function of s only. Heat flux is propor- temperature at the top and bottom.
tional to the temperature difference between the tube
interior and the boundary'

Finally,themomentum
equation
(8) is projected
along

the loop. Integratingalongthe loopleadsto the follow-

dT
dt

=

-

ing equation:

where Tb is the boundary temperature and A a heat
transfer coefficient. Heat transfer occursover boundary
layers of thickness 5, and hence A scaleswith

(2 + •

q-

Rw(Tn- T?)

(14)

where Rw is a dimensionlessnumber

• cr5W

(10)

gc•AT

Rw= ARd

The flow rate through the tubes is denoted by q.
The equations are made dimensionlesswith the following scales:

s Tq -

d.s•
AT.T•
A•d.q•

(11a)
(11b)
(11c)

(15)

0.8

0.6

Dropping the primes, and noting by Tn and TF the
temperatures of the upwelling and downwelling,we integrate the energyequation and obtain

TF-- THexp
(a/d-D/d) (12a)
-%TH-- 1--(1TF)exp
(D/d)
(12b)
q

A third equation may be derived by writing that the
total amount of heat which is transported across a ar-

Figure

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

D/d

18.

Solutions for the fluid loop model for

Rw=50 and aid - 4. Resultsare shownas a functionof
bitrary horizontal plane is the same at all heights. De- the dimensionless
loop length D/d. TH and TF are the
noting the mean temperature by Tin, this leads to
upwelling and downwellingtemperatures, respectively,
and q is the flow rate in the loop. The upwellingtemper-

T,•-

T(s)ds
- •(TF
J(lo
1 + TH)
op

ature has a minimum

and the flow rate has a maximum

(13) for similar values of loop length.
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imum temperature of 1. The upwelling temperature is
thus equal to 1 for both small and long cells,and hence

has a minimumat someintermediatecell length (Figure 18). This intermediatecell lengthis alsosuchthat
the volume flux q is closeto its maximum value.
The cell length which is observedexperimentally,that

THOo8
0ø7
- 1

Rw=5
0 •.

is, Did • a/d, is suchthat the upwellingtemperature

0.6

is closeto its minimum value. Using this as a criterion,
we find that the upwelling temperature increaseswith

0.5

increasinglid width (Figure 19a) and decreases
with
increasingRayleighnumber(Figure 19b). Thesecorre0

1

2

3

4

D/d
b)

5

6

7

8

spond exactly to our observations. In other words, all

the experimentalresultscan be explainedby the single
requirement that the system minimizes the upwelling
temperature. These conditions are also such that the

flow rate is closeto its maximumvalue(Figure 18).
1.0

Geological Applications
0.9

10
Discussion

0,8

The experiments suffer from several shortcomings
when applied to the Earth, as discussedat the be0.7
ginning. One shortcoming is that the lid is immobile. A moving continentwould inducea diffusethermal
0.6
anomaly of smaller amplitude. This is not expected to
make large-scalemotions disappear, becausewe have
seen that even small temperature perturbations at the
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
upper boundary are sufficient to generate long convecD/d
tion cells. The secondshortcomingis that the upper
Figure 19. (a) Upwellingtemperatureas a function boundary is rigid. In fact, this may serve to emphaof loop length for variousvaluesof lid width a/d. The size the role of the conducting lid. In a fluid with
loop Rayleigh number/i•ois kept constantat a value of temperature-dependentviscosity and at viscositycon-

TH

leadto con50. The minima occurfor Did • aid. No•:ethe differ- trastslessthan about104, rigidboundaries
encewith the Rayleigh-Bdnard
case(a/d=0). The min- vective cells which are much shorter than those in a
imum upwelling temperature increaseswith increasing layer with free boundaries, and shorter than those at

lid width. (b) Upwellingtemperatureas a functionof constantviscosity[Weinstein and Christensen,1991;
loop length for two valuesof the loop Rayleigh number Tackley,1993]. Yet, the conductivelid generateslong

/•oand for a fixed lid width. The minimum upwelling cells whosedimensionsare independent of the thickness
temperature decreaseswith increasing/•o
of fluid. With free boundaries, one may surmise that
the effect of the lid depends on the ratio of lid width
to "normal" cell length. If this ratio is very small, it
This is the one-dimensionalequivalent of the Rayleigh may be expected that the lid has a negligibleeffect on
number. It may be seen, by looking at the scalingrela- convection,but this is clearly not the caseof the Earth.
tionsfor X and /i• (equations(7) and (10)), that -Rwis At very large values of the viscositycontrast, convecmuch smaller than the true Rayleigh number. Follow- tion developsbelow a viscouslayer which remainsstag-

ing Weinsteine! al. [1989],we havetakenvaluesof Rw nant [Ogawae! al., 1991;Giannandreaand Christensen,
rangingfrom 10 to l03.
1993], and additional work is requiredin thosecondiThe unknownsare the two temperatures TH and TF, tions. Finally, we have only treated the case of a fluid
the flow rate q and the loop length D, and hence one layer heated from below. With internal heat generaindeterminancy remains. The loop length D is taken tion, temperature variations are largest in the upper
as the free variable. In the Rayleigh-Bdnard case, the boundary layer, which exerts a strong control on the
mean temperatureis, by symmetry,equal to 1/2. At scale and geometry of fluid motions. Introducing a lid
a given Rayleigh number, the upwelling temperature of finite size at the top would changethese temperature
varies from 0.5 for a cell of vanishinglength to 1 for an variations in a predictable manner. A large-scalehorinfinitely long cell. With a lid at the top, the upwelling izontal temperature gradient would be generated and
temperaturehasa differentbehavior(Figure18). A cell would induce a horizontal current of large dimensions.
which is smaller than the lid loses no heat and hence
This would in turn induce an upwelling, but its relation
has an upwellingtemperature of 1. In the other limiting to the lower thermal boundary layer would be different
case,for a very long cell, the fluid is heated to the max- than in the present study and would depend on the re-
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spectivemagnitudesof heatingfrom belowand internal may have different evolutions. As discussedabove, one
may observea positive thermal anomaly without a deep
heating.
upwellingbeing presentat the same time. This acts to
Temperatures Beneath Oceans and Continents
create a diverging flow field, and hence an ascending
One important point is that temperaturesat the base
of a continent may not be higher than in oceansat
the same depth. In the Earth, one must allow for
the greaterthicknessof the continentallithosphere,as
opposedto its oceaniccounterpart. The baseof the
continental lithosphere lies at a depth which correspondsto the interiorof an oceanicconvection
cell. The
downwardcontinuationof an oceanicgeothermto that
depthfollowsthe smalladiabaticgradient,whereasthe
downwardcontinuationof a continentalgeothermfollowsa largerconductivegradient.This counteracts
the

flow which does not affect the whole thickness

of fluid.

In a geologicalcontext, the material which rises first
would

therefore

come from

the subcontinental

mantle

and would be followed by material from increasingly
large depths. One may therefore expect a systematic
evolution in the chemicalcompositionof basalts generated by this developingflow field. For example, in the
Parana flood basalts of Brazil, early erupted lavas come
from distinctive source regions which must be located
in the continental lithosphere or in the subcontinental
mantle [Hawkesworthet al., 1988; Hawkesworthet al.,
1992]. Later lavas resembleoceanicbasalts. Our exshallow differences between the oceanic and continenperimentssuggestthat the subcontinentalmantle has a
tal lithospheres.In the experiments,if we acceptthe
complicated flow field, which may be responsiblefor a
analogybetweenoceansand Rayleigh-B•nardconvecvariety of sampling historiesby erupted magmas.
tion, the dimensionless
temperaturein the interior of
an oceanic cell is 0.5. At the base of a lid, depend- Continental Margins

ing on its sizeand shape,temperaturesmay indeedbe

At the edgeof the lid, the surfaceheat flux increases
tral upwellingdoeshavetemperatureshigherthan 0.5, towardthe oceanicpart of the upperboundary(Figure
however,so doesan oceanicupwelling.Thus, at depth, 12). On the Earth, the equivalentsituationis found
temperaturedifferencesare small everywhere(Figure on continental margins. Surface heat flow data exhibit
8). One importantpoint is that the effectof a conti- little variation there [Loudenet al., 1991]. However,a

smaller than this. At somedepth below the lid, the cen-

nent is felt at some distance and is not restricted to the thinner crust implies a smaller amount of crustal heat
production, and hence the mantle heat flow increases
fluid regionlocatedjust belowthe continent.
The geometry and magnitude of the temperature from the continent to the ocean, as in the experiments.
anomalybeneath a lid dependweakly on the Rayleigh
number
(Figures
9 and10).Whenonelooks
inthepast Speculations About the Earth's Dynamics
at continentalbreakup,geologicaland petrologicaldata Through the Past
bring constraintson the mantletemperatureanomaly.
The dynamicsand size of mantle convectioncellsare
Such data may therefore tell us more about the size of
sensitive to the distribution
of continents and oceans.
continentsthan about the Earth's Rayleigh number.

Upwellings, Plumes, and Hot Spots

If the fraction of the Earth's surface occupiedby continents has grown through geologicaltime, as suggested

by many authors [McCullochand Wasserburg,1978;
At Rayleighnumberslargerthan about106, the cen- O'Nions et al., 1979; Allegre and Rousseau,1984; Holtral upwelling is made of several individual plumes mann, 1988],one may expectthat the mantleflow patwhich are part of a large-scaleflow. For an elongated tern has changed accordingly. A small conductivelid
lid, this is true both in a direction perpendicular to the does not create large perturbations. With only small
axis (Figure 6) and alongthe axis. There is thus a continents present, the pattern of convectionshould be
linear upwelling current which includesseveral plumes. close to that of models with a uniform temperature
This regimeprobably appliesto the Earth. Continental at the upper boundary, that is, a set of rising plumes
breakup is a likely consequenceof the upwelling struc- and descending
subductionlike
sheets[Houseman,1988;

ture,assuggested
by Gurnis[1988],andonemaypre- Bercoviciet al., 1989].
A related question pertains to the Wilson cycle. The
Earth's surface, as it may be seen now, is partitioned
rather evenly between oceans and continents, and the
McKenzie,1989].In moregeneral
terms,it isclearthat sizes of continents and oceans are similar. We expect
hot mantle regionsare linked to the past location of con- that each continent breaks into two fragments of similar
tinents [Anderson,1982;Le Pichon and Huchon,1984; size, which may be broken up in turn. Thus continental
Anderson,1994]. Another line of evidenceis the co- breakup should proceed in sequential fashion until the
incidencebetween the timing of kimberlite genesisand continental size is small enough to have a negligibleefperiodsof slow continentaldrift [England and House- fect on convection. On the present Earth, this doesnot

dict a number of hot spotsaligned along an incipient divergent plate boundary. Such a link betweenhot spots
and continentalbreakupis well established[White and

man, 1984].
Hot spots are generally thought to come from great
depthsin the mantle. In the experiments,dependingon
the nature of the thermal transient, the flow structure

occur because

the time

needed

to break

a continent

is

similar to the time it takes to closean ocean and generate a new large continent elsewhere. This begs the
question of why, in the past, the processof continen-
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tal aggregationhas been able to proceedto completion
and form a single supercontinentsuch as Pangea. One
answermay be that today's convectionregime is a transient feature resulting from the large thermal anomaly
generated beneath Pangea.
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fluid thicknessthan in the Earth would require a deep
tank. Then, to avoid edgeeffectswithin the tank would
require a very wide tank. A secondsolution is to use
an insulating material with low thermal conductivity.
However, this would suppresshorizontal heat transfer
everywhere in the lid and would not lead to the correct
values of the Biot

Conclusion

number.
has been to use a lid with a conductiv-

Our solution

In the Earth, the thermal conditions at the upper
boundary of the convecting mantle are not uniform,
with a large contrast between continents and oceans.
This is demonstrated in the most direct manner by the
distribution

of heat

flow

at the

surface.

In the sim-

plest representation, a continent may be thought of as
a conductive lid. The laboratory experiments showthat
the width of the lid provides a new length scalewhich
is always found in the flow field and in the temperature structure of convection. At high Rayleigh number,
two different scalesof motion coexist: a large cellular
circulation due to the lid and small plumes whose dimensions are determined by the thickness of unstable
thermal boundary layers. Thus elongated convection
cells may persist in conditions which, in the absenceof
continents, could possibly lead to chaotic plume activity. A simple theory demonstratesthat the flow evolves
so that the magnitude of temperature anomaliesis min-

ity larger than that of the liquid and to put insulating
materialon top of it (Figurelb). With thissystem,horizontal heat transfert is not suppressedin the lid and
a mixed boundary condition is achieved at the base,
that is, at the liquid interface. We determine the Biot
number of the experiments as follows. We calculate the
temperature distribution within the lid usingthe proper
boundary conditions: fixed temperature at both lateral

ends,zeroheat flux at the top and mixedboundary
condition at the base. Theoretical distributions are de-

terminedfor a rangeof Biotnumbers
andarecompared
to the observed ones.

For the calculation,new coordinates
are taken,with
the lid thicknessas new lengthscale,with x = 0 at
the edgeof the lid and with z goingfrom 0 at the base
to i at the top. Lid temperaturesare denotedby Ts.
By symmetry,the heat equationmay be solvedinsidea
half-lid of width a/2b:

imized.

Continents wider than the depth of the convecting
mantle generate large temperature anomaliesand hence
are unstable.

Small continents

V=Ts(x,
z) -

0

(A1)

with

are stable and hence one

may predict that convection in the Earth is attempting to break continents into small enough pieces. The
fact that it may not do so sufficiently rapidly, that is,
before continental collisionacts to create a larger continent elsewhere, is responsible for the Wilson cycle.
Ultimately, the total area occupied by continents may
be the most important factor in shaping the Earth's
dynamic behavior.

Appendix A: Mixed Boundary
Condition

In the laboratory, a fixed temperature condition T =
To is achieved with copper plates of 2 cm thickness.
Such a thicknessis required to achieve a uniform temperature against the fluid surface. This creates a difficulty when a lid is inserted in the middle of the up-

Ts(0,z) -

0

OTs

Ox(a/2b,
z) - 0
OTs

Oz(x,1) - 0

(A2a)

(A2b)
(A2c)

lOTsTsl
(x,
O) C (A2d)
whereBs is the Biot numbercorresponding
to the new
scales.The Biot numberdeterminesonly the relative
variationsof temperaturein the lid, andonemayrescale
temperature so that C:

-1.

The solution is found

using Fourier series:

Ts(x,
z)- E A•sin(a•x)cosh(a•(1
- z))

(A3a)

n

where

per plate (see Figure lb) becauseheat is transported

2n+l

•r

through the sides of the lid toward the thick and cold
copper. In principle, one should also fix temperatures
at the top of the lid at the value To. In theseconditions,
4[•r(2n+ 1)]-1
the lid would have three boundariesat this temperature'
the top and the two sidesagainst the copper. Its temperature would be closeto To everywhere, which would Temperatures
at the baseof the lid are shownin Fig-

a,• =

2 a/2b

(Aab)

A,, = Bscosh(a•)
+a•sinh(a•)
(A3c)

not be appropriate. Two obviouswaysof handlingthis ure A1. As the Biot numberincreases,
temperatureis
problem create practical difficulties. One is to have a constantover an increasinglylarger area, which is to
very large lid, with width much larger than the thick- say that the mixed boundary conditiontends to one of
nessof copper. To achievethe same ratio of lid width to

fixed temperature.
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number is close to that estimated for the continental

I

lithosphere
in the large-wavelength
limit, whichis about
3.

Appendix B' Temperature
C

Flux

0.4

and Heat

Measurements

Measurements
weremadewith verythin tubes(2 mm
diameter)enclosingseventhcrmocouples.
Thesetubes

0.2

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

x/(a/2)

could bc inserted through the sidewallsor through the
upper boundary plate, in order to reach different points
in the fluid. Such small tubes arc not expected to perturb the flow significantly. In the cellular regime, convcctivc

rolls have dimensions

of several centimeters.

At

the highestRayleighnumbersstudied,plumesmay have
widths as small as 5 mm. However, plumes arc time0•8

dependent structures generated at varying locations,
and hence are perturbed only locally and downstream
from the measurement point. To verify that temperature recordingsarc accurate, we have made a seriesof
measurementsin the Raylcigh-Bdnardconfiguration.
At large values of Ra, wc have determined the period of temperature fluctuations in the upper thermal boundary layer. According to the well-established

0.3

0.6
C
0.4

0.2

modelof thermalturbulence[Howard,1964],this period

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

is

x/(a/2)

22/3
d2(Rac)
2/3

(B1)

(02T)- 0

(B2)

ri•

=

•kRa

Figure A1. Horizontal profile of temperature at the where .gac is the critical value, which we take to be
base of the lid. Temperature has been rescaledso that 1707. Our data are closeto the predictions and exhibit
the maximum value is 1. Hatched areas correspondto
our measurementsover a range of Rayleigh numbers. the expectedpowerlaw relationship(FigureB1).
We have also measured the heat flux through the
Curves are theoretical calculations for various values of
top
plate. Close to the solid boundary, flow velocities
the Biot number(seetext). The Biot numberis calcuare
negligible
and temperature obeysthe heat diffusion
lated with scalingsappropriatefor the lid, and differs
from the value obtained usingthe scalingsfor the fluid equation. In steady state, this implies that

layer(see(A4)).

Measured temperatures at the lid base may be compared to calculatedonesin Figure A1. We find that the
Blot number dependsweakly on the Rayleigh number,

and dependsmostlyon the width of the lid. For a/b = 4
and 8, B$ takes values of about 2.0 and 0.5, respectively, and hence decreaseswith increasinglid width.

For a/b = 8, one is in the large-wavelength
limit such
that heat transfer is purely vertical. The lid and fluid
layer do not have the same thicknessesand thermal conductivities. The Biot number for the conveeringfluid,
B, must be calculated with the proper scales:

I

I

I

d=8

cm

d=4

c

I I Ill

I

I

I

I

I I I I l_-

_

_

_

ksd

B- •-f••Bs

(A4)

where ks and kF stand for the thermal conductivities
of the lid and fluid, respectively. From Table 1, the lid

conductivity is 3 times higher than that of the fluid. For

Rayleigh-Bdnard
I

I

experiments

I I l llll
10 6

I

Ra

I

I I I III

10 7

Figure B1. Period of temperature fluctuationsin the
d/b = 2, corresponding
to experimentsat large aspect upper boundary layer in Raylcigh-Bdnardexperiments.
ratio, B takesvaluesof 12.0 and 3.0 for a/b equalto 4 The predictionsof the model of intermittent boundary
and 8, respectively. For the largest lid used, the Biot layer breakdown arc shown by the lines.
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Thus we write a Taylor expansionin the upper bound-
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1oo

ary layer:

T-To+ •zz,=0+

j ,=0 +

Katsaros et alo

Three measurements allow a fourth-order approximation to the temperature profile. We have used data at
depths of 0, 3, and 6 mm in the fluid. The errors on the
depths were due to the uncertainty in the thermocou-

ple positionwithin the tube (+ 0.3 mm). At Rayleigh
numberslowerthan 2 106,therewerethreedata points
in the thermal boundary layer. At larger Rayleigh numbers, the thermal boundary layer is thin and the third
data point lies outside it, implying that the error in
the Taylor expansion increases. The maximum error is

Nu 1o -

1

(•

i

i

i

i

i

t

i

!

10 6

l0 s

i

i

i

Ra

i

i

i

-

ii

!

i

I

I

07

,

I

I

I

s

Figure B2. Nusseltnumber as a function of Rayleigh
number
in Rayleigh-B6nardexperiments. Solid circles
10%. Measurements are made at several locations and
correspondto experiments with three data points in
are combinedto calculate the averageheat flux out of the upper thermal boundary layer, for which the heat
the fluid layer.
flux determination is most accurate. Open circlescorreFigure B2 showsour heat flux determinations,made spondto higher Rayleighnumbers,for whichthere were
dimensionless with the conductive scale. The data are
only two data points in the boundary layer. The solid

consistentwith a 1/3 power law relationshipand are line indicatesthe relationshipof Katsaroset al., [1977].
within 10% of the measurements by Katsaros et al.

[1977]in a low Prandtl numberfluid. The bestfit relationship through our five data points is

Nu = 0.060Ra
ø'a2

In this calculation, the final temperature is 1. The time

(B4) taken to reach some fixed fraction of this final value,

which,within error, cannotbe distinguished
from a 1/3
power law.

1 d2

Appendix C: Transient Evolution of the
Fluid

Beneath

say z, is equal to

the

(C4)

The appropriate valuesfor lower boundary instabilities

Lid

We consider the case of a wide lid.

t, = ----Ra
/•Cn -• ((z)-• - 1)

The volume of

fluid located beneath the lid may be consideredthermally insulated at the sides. The heat flux through
the lid is small and, for simplicity, we neglect it in the
heat budget. At high Rayleigh number, temperature

are/• = 1/3 andC m 0.20(seethe discussion
by Jaupart
andBrandeis[1986]).Taking• = 0.2, corresponding
to
our choice, we obtain
d2

ts• 10--/•a-1/3

(C5)

gradientsin this region are restricted to small bound- correspondingto a dimensionlessvalue of 10. This
ary layers and temperatures are everywherecloseto the result is in principle restricted to Rayleigh numbers
mean value, Try.

Starting from t = 0, convectiondevelopsout of the
lower thermal boundary layer. The interior tempera-

greaterthan about2 105. At lowerRayleighnumbers,
exponent/• is smallerthan 1/3 [e.g.,Busse,
1978],but
this leads to a very small numerical change. This result

ture is Try(t) and the temperatureof the lowerbound- is an overestimate because,in the experiments,the final
ary remains fixed at T1. For constant viscosity,the heat
flux into the fluid layer, Q, may be written as a function

of the temperaturedifference(T1 -T,•),
budget for the fluid volume is

temperature of the central upwellingis smaller than 1.
This final temperature is a function of lid width and
and the heat Rayleigh number, and hence so is the duration of the
thermal transient. For example, the dimensionlesstime

pCpd
dTm
1_Tm
)l+fi(C1)
dt - Q- Ckd3/•l(gc•)•(T

takento be within 20% of a final temperatureof (0.8)
is 6, insteadof the valueof 10 in (C5).

where /• is a power law exponent and C a constant.
Using AT for temperature scaleand the timescale
1 d2

r - ----Ra -/•

(C2)

we obtain, in dimensionlessform,

1- Tm- (l + t)-1//•

(C3)
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